Looking Southwest?

.... look to Katy before you locate your new plant or distribution center.

1. You get the services of trained professionals . . . courtesy of the Katy Railroad.

2. Answers to your basic questions come to you in a confidential report.

3. Hundreds of firms have settled prosperously in Katy-planned, Katy-served industrial districts. Other hundreds have located on individual sites along the Katy.

4. The most spectacular Southwest growth centers along the Katy-served corridor.

.... for information on many desirable industrial sites in Missouri . . .
Kansas . . . Oklahoma . . .
Texas . . write:

W. W. Renfro,
Director, Industrial Development,
M-K-T Railroad Company,
Katy Building,
Dallas, Texas.  75202


V. K. Moyer, Passenger Traf. Mgr.,
Katy Building,
Dallas, Texas.  75202